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THE SALOMON GORE-TEX® MAXI-RACE
11 OPEN RACE FORMATS AROUND LAKE ANNECY
From 16km to 115km, the Salomon Gore-Tex® MaXi-Race includes eleven races over three
days on the weekend of May 24-26, 2019. “Created by runners, for runners,” all race formats during
the event offer both amateurs and elite runners the freedom to choose their favorite distance.

ULTRA-RACE – Around the lake with a foray into the Bauges Mountains
115 km and 7500m of vertical gain, solo
MAXI-RACE – The original race
82 km and 5200m vertical gain, solo
XL-RACE – Around the lake in 2 days
82km and 5200 m of vertical gain (Day 1: 42km and Day 2: 40km)
XXL-RACE – 2 days for an Ultra
115km and 7500m vertical (Day 1: 75km and Day 2: 40km)
R-RACE – A team challenge
82 km and 5200m vertical gain
MARATHON-RACE – A half loop around Lake Annecy
40km and 2500m vertical gain
SHORT-RACE – The gateway to trail running
16km and 950m vertical gain
FEMINA RACE - 100 % for women only
16km and 950m vertical gain
MINI-RACE - the MaXi for kids
From 100m to 1000m
Since 2018, the event includes the MaXi Orientation and Semi Orientation orienteering races
And in 2019, Edition 0 of the MaXi-Mountain!
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SALOMON GORE-TEX® MAXI-RACE
BREATHTAKING LANDSCAPES, AN ALL-NATURAL SETTING
At 446 meters above sea level, Lake Annecy is the second largest glacial lake in France.
Formed around 18,000 years ago, it is bordered on the east by the Bornes Mountains and on the
west by the Bauges Mountains. At the southern end is the Bout-du-Lac Nature Reserve, a marshy
wetlands area that has been a protected since 1974 and is home to unique flora and fauna. On the
east shore, the cliffs of the Roc de Chère Nature Reserve plunge into the lake’s crystal-clear blue
waters. These cliffs are home to the Eurasian crag martin and the peregrine falcon, along with over
560 species of flowers and plants.

A UNIQUE COURSE
The area’s truly incredible natural environment offers great terrain for a unique course
around Lake Annecy via the surrounding ridgelines and summits. Whatever the race format, trail
runners will enjoy setting foot on all or part of this course, alternating between moderate and
technical terrain, sections through forests, meadows, and on mountain trails, a mix of both single
track and sections of road as well.
Every moment offers the chance to soak in the extraordinary panorama, whether looking at
the deep blue waters of Lake Annecy, or snow-capped Mont Blanc and other neighboring summits.
This year the Ultra-Race will take runners through the wild and well-preserved Bauges Mountains,
which enjoy both “Natural Regional Park” and “UNESCO Global Geopark” status for their rich natural,
cultural, and scenic heritage, as well as for the commitment to sustainability by locals who encourage
a way of life that combines preservation, economic growth, and social development.
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WEEKEND HIGHLIGHTS

May 24-26, 2019
9th edition of the MaXi-Race

11 race formats around Lake Annecy

START TIMES FOR EACH RACE
Friday, May 24
19.00: Short Race

Saturday, May 25
00.00: Ultra-Race
XXL-Race day 1
03.30: MaXi-Race
03.45: XL-Race day 1
R-Race, teams of 2 or 4
08.00: Femina-Race
09.30: Start for MaXi’O and
Semi’O

Sunday, May 26
05.30: Marathon-Race, XL-Race, and
XXL-Race day 2
Starting at 11.00: Mini-Race

FIRST FINISHERS
Friday, May 24
20.20: Short-Race

Saturday, May 25
06.00: XL and XXL-Race day 1
09.30: Femina-Race
12.00: MaXi-Race
13.00: Ultra-Race

BRAND VILLAGE AT THE MAXI VILLAGE
Thursday, May 23, 18.00 to 20.00, bib pick up for Short Race
Friday, May 24, 12.30 to 19.00
Saturday, May 25, 09.30 to 19.00
Sunday, May 26, 09.30 to 18.00
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Sunday, May 26
09.30: XL-Race and XXL-Race day 2
09.30: Marathon-Race

THE MAXI-RACE BY THE NUMBERS
Since its creation in 2011, the MaXi-Race has grown significantly, with the number of
participants quadrupling in the first three years. Following such incredible success and popularity,
including hosting the 2015 Trail World Championships as a major highlight, the organizing team has
made the deliberate choice to limit the number of participants per race to avoid crowding along the
course and to ensure that the MaXi-Race remains a truly fun and enjoyable event.

PARTICIPANTS

2019 PROFILES
• The youngest male: 18
• The youngest female: 18
• The oldest male: 85
• The oldest female: 70
• The average age: 39
• 75.85% men
• 22.15% women

• 1278 runners in 2011
• 2806 runners in 2012
• 4309 runners in 2013
(Canceled due to bad weather)

• 5619 runners in 2014
• 7409 runners in 2015
• 5838 runners in 2016
• 7531 runners in 2017
• 8116 runners in 2018

Over 17,000 different runners since the MaXi-Race began in 2011
4009 new runners in 2014
4555 runners in 2015
4098 new runners in 2016
3545 new runners in 2017
3821 new runners in 2018
3 runners have completed every edition of the MaXi-Race solo, and once again participated in 2018:
François Vialard, Tanguy Epale,and Pascal Thube.

54 COUNTRIES – 5 CONTINENTS (Registered runners as of January 2019)
Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Chile,
China, Columbia, Denmark, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, France, Gabon, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong,
Hungary, India, Ireland, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Luxemburg, Mexico, Morocco,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, South
Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, the United Kingdom, the United States.

COUNTRIES WITH THE MOST PARTICIPANTS (registered runners as of January 2019)
France (7638), Belgium (227), Switzerland (140), the United Kingdom (50), Italy (36), and Spain (31).

612 volunteers in action
Over the last 8 years, the group of volunteers at the
MaXi-Race have become a real family, one that
continues to grow from one year to the next, with
more and more people joining us on this unique
adventure, taking a weekend out of their everyday
lives to help make this a special event. As they say,
"the more the merrier," and this great sporting event
around Lake Annecy is certainly no exception.
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NEW FOR 2019
ALL NEW FOR 2019
• The Short-Race: Change in day for the first stage of the Mountain Running World Cup.
The Short-Race is changing days and start time. The race will start on Friday, May 24, at 19.00, for
runners to be able to enjoy the beautiful sunset and incredible views of Lake Annecy from the
summit of Mount Baron.
Only those well-organized high-quality races in truly unique locations earn the privilege of being part
of trail running’s national and international level circuits.
In 2015, the MaXi-Race hosted the Trail Running World Championships, and today the Short Race,
covering 16km and 950 meters of vertical gain, will be the first stage for the 2019 Mountain
Running World Cup!
In 2019, the Short Race will be part of the Mountain Running World Cup and the only stage held in
France.
The Mountain Running World Cup is organized by the World Mountain Running Association (WMRA),
in partnership with the IAAF, and counts 7 races in 7 countries.
In total, 140km of trails to run, with 9300m of vertical gain and 5600m of vertical drop.
The winners of each stage will receive prize money.
2019 Mountain Running World Cup Schedule
1/ May 24 –Short Race at the Salomon Gore-Tex Maxi Race, France
2/ June 24 - Broken Arrow Sky Race, United States
3/ July 14 - Grossglocknerlauf, Austria
4/ July 20 - Snowdon International Mountain Race, Wales
5/ August 11 - Sierre Zinal, Switzerland
6/ September 14 - Drei-Zinnenlauf, Italy
7/ October 12 - Smarna Gora, Slovenia
The French national mountain running team will be standing at the starting line, including such stars
as Emmanuel Meyssat, Julien Rancon, Christel Dewalle, Anais Sabrié, Elise Poncet…
The final rankings for the 2018 World Cup
Women
1 Andrea Mayr – Australia
2 Lucy Wambui Murigi, Kenya
3 Sarah Mccormack, Ireland

Men
1 Geoffroy Gikini -Kenya
2 Francesco Puppi –Italy
3 Andrews Douglas – United Kingdom

“Being chosen as a stage for the 2019 World Cup is great recognition for the organizing team and
volunteers, as well as a guarantee that athletes from around the world will come to the race. What a
fantastic opportunity for them to explore the mountains around Lake Annecy. With top international
runners competing in this short but demanding race, a record or two will likely be broken. The Short
Race will offer an incredible display of trail running talent,” says race director, Stephane Agnoli.
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• Ultra-Race: A midnight start on May 25, to “get the party started.” In 2019, the Ultra Race will
cover 115km, with new sections through the Bauges Mountains and over Tournette Peak. Runners
will earn 5 ITRA points!
• MaXi-Race: With a pre-dawn 03:30 start the race returns to its roots and what made the 2015 Trail
World Championships edition such a resounding success. Runners and photographers will be thrilled
to set foot on top of Mt. Semnoz just as the sun rises over Mt. Blanc.
• In 2019, there will not be an aid station in Menthon-St-Bernard (the auditorium will serve as a
polling station for people to vote in the European elections). The new aid station will be located in
Villard-Dessus. As a result, several races will be slightly shorter than usual (115km for the Ultra-Race,
80km for the MaXi-Race, and 40km for the Marathon-Race).

MAY 18 & 19, A BRAND NEW ADVENTURE – THE MAXI-MOUNTAIN:
FROM 230km TO 250km, WITH 20,000 TO 27,000 VERTICAL METERS
Returning to the origins of mountain sports is definitely the main motivation for organizing this new
challenge. In the spirit of creating the unbreakable bond that comes with venturing into the
mountains with others and the desire to explore the unbeaten path, this is an Adventure with a
capital A. In teams of 3, the MaXi-Mountain represents the ultimate self-guided competition: no
signage, no outside assistance, and only a few aid stations. It provides participants with the
opportunity to fully immerse themselves in the backcountry and leave no trace on the environment.
Aid stations will be located every 50km, with a required 1-hour “Stop & Go” to rest, change clothes,
and eat a hearty organic and/or local meal.
The course is currently being mapped and will cross through the Aravis Mountains, the Bauges
Mountains, and over Tournette Peak with spectacular views of Mont Blanc in the background.
The 2019 edition will be a test version, with a few French and foreign teams invited to verify the
course and provide a photo preview of what is in store… In 2020, the official 1st edition will include
approximately 50 teams selected based on the following criteria (in order of priority):
- Priority for teams with at least two 2019 Ultra-Race finishers,
- Teams with at least one 2019 Ultra-Race finisher,
- Teams proving that they have considerable ultra marathon trail running and/or adventure racing
and/or mountain expedition experience.
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GOLDEN TRAIL NATIONAL SERIES
Following a successful first year in 2018 for the Golden Trail World Series, in 2019 the Golden
Trail National Series (GTNS) will launch. This new race series includes several well-known events from
countries like France and Spain, with plans to expand elsewhere in the future.
The GTNS plans to focus on the best national-level trail runners and offer them the chance to
be invited to compete in the GTWS the following year.
The Marathon Race, one of the 11 races during Salomon Gore-Tex® MaXi Race, is now an official
stage on the GTNS calendar.

GTNS races in 2019
◊ 46 km / Ergysport Trail du Ventoux, Bédoin (84), France, March 17, 2019.
Mixing the beauty of Provence with the beauty of the mountains.
http://www.ergysport-trailduventoux.fr/
◊ 40 km / Marathon-Race, Annecy-le-Vieux (74), France, May 26, 2019.
Breathtaking landscapes between the lake and mountains.
www.maxi-race.net
◊ 42 km / Marathon du Mont-Blanc, Chamonix (74), June 30, 2019
A legendary course through the heart of the Mont Blanc Range
www.marathonmontblanc.fr
◊ 21 km, GTNS Finals, the Skyrhune race in Ascain (64), France, Sept. 28, 2019
The unique flavor of Basque country!
http://www.skyrhune.com

THE YOUNG TRAIL CHALLENGE
It was only natural in 2017 that the MaXi-Race, along with three other major local race organizers,
created the 1st ever youth trail running race series in Europe!
“The Young Trail Challenge” targets youth trail runners in the Junior and Espoir categories, offering
them the chance to compete in 4 races, each 15km long with 1500m of vertical gain.
Racers can register via the website for each race. For more information head to
www.theyoungtrailchallenge.fr/
Young Trail Challenge race schedule
◊ Salomon Gore Tex® MaXi-Race Annecy, May 24-26, 2019, with the Short-Race
◊ Marathon du Mont-Blanc, June 27-30, 2019, with the Young Race Marathon
◊ UTMB®, August 26 to September 1, 2019 with the #YCC
◊ Trail des Aiguilles Rouges (TAR), September 29, 2019, with the P’tit TAR
For more information, head to https://www.theyoungtrailchallenge.fr
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THE MAXI RACE, AN OUTDOOR SPORTS FESTIVAL
AROUND LAKE ANNECY
May 24-26, 2019: the Salomon Gore-Tex® MaXi-Race
“Designed for runners by runners,” the Salomon Gore-Tex® MaXi-Race includes 11 race formats,
from 15km to 115km long, offering both elite and amateur runners the chance to choose their
favorite distance.
THIS EVENT, WHICH CELEBRATES ITS 9TH EDITION THIS YEAR, CONTINUES TO EXPAND:
June 1-2, 2019: the MaXi-Lake in the lakeside town of Sevrier
Up until now, the MaXi-Lake took place the same weekend as the trail races, and was
primarily organized for kayakers (from beginners to experts).
The MaXi Lake is an event organized by Kayak Sans Frontières (Kayak Without Borders), in
partnership with the MaXi-Race.
For 2019, the organizing team wanted to open the event to the lake’s other human-powered
water sports, such as stand up paddle boarding, dragon boat racing, and rowing to create a unifying
gathering for all of the water sports clubs around Lake Annecy.
Each discipline will include several distances, from 7 to 34 kilometers, allowing everyone to
enjoy a weekend on the lake. For organizers, offering participants a choice in distance for their
chosen water sport (among those offered) provides the MaXi-Lake with both a competitive and
friendly aspect open to as many athletes as possible.
For more information, visit: https://www.maxilake.com/english/annecy/

The entire event, MaXi-Race Annecy, will take place over 15 days with:
• The MaXi-Mountain, May 18-19
• The Salomon Gore-Tex® MaXi-Race and MaXi-Orientation, May 24-26
• The MaXi-Lake, June 1-2
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PROGRAM
MaXi-Village address: Albigny Beach, Annecy-le-Vieux
Thursday, May 23, 2019
•
•

18.00 – 20.00: Bib pickup, Short Race, MaXi-Village
19.00: MaXi Conférence: Failure, an integral part of both personal and professional
success.
Apply the experience of our speakers, who are elite coaches and athletes, for your own
personal and professional development, and for your company projects.

Friday, May 24, 2019
•
•
•
•

12.30: MaXi-Village opens, bib pickup – Albigny Beach, Annecy-le-Vieux
15.30: Presentation of elite international athletes
19.00: Short Race starts
19.00: MaXi-Village closes

Saturday, May 25, 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Midnight (00:00): start for the Ultra-Race and XXL-Race, Day 1– MaXi-Village
03.30: start for the MaXi-Race – MaXi-Village
03.45: start for the XL-Race Day 1, and the R-Race (relay)– MaXi-Village
08.00: start for the Femina-Race – Menthon-St-Bernard
6.00 : first runners finish day 1 of the XL-Race – Doussard
8.45: first runners finish day 1 of the XXL-Race – Giez
09.30: MaXi-Village opens
Starting at 09.30: first runners finish (staggered finishes through Sunday morning)
12.30 to 18.30: bib pickup (Marathon-Race) – MaXi-Village
11.30 to 12.00: lead men finish the MaXi-Race – MaXi-Village
12.30 to 13.00: lead women finish the MaXi-Race
12.30 to 13.00: lead men finish the Ultra-Race
13.30 to 14.00: lead women finish the Ultra-Race
19.00: MaXi-Village closes

Sunday, May 26, 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

05.30: start for the Marathon Race, XL-Race and XXL-Race, Day 2 – Doussard
09.30 – 18.00: runners finish, all races – MaXi-Village
09.30 – 10.30: registration for the Mini-Race for kids – MaXi-Village
10.00: MaXi-Village opens
11.00 – 11.50: Mini-Race for kids (see details on the Mini-Race page)
17.00: last racer crosses the finish line, all races close
18.00: MaXi-Village closes
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PAST EDITIONS
A first race around Lake Annecy was created in the early 2000s, but the original organizers
did not have the time to properly put on an event of this scale, so they stopped after only a couple
editions. It was a shame to abandon a race course of such exceptional natural beauty.
In 2011, Stéphane Agnoli and DSN74 (an Annecy-based trail running and adventure racing
club) decided to revive the event by creating 2 races formats around the lake: the Tecnica-MaXi-Race
(81km, 4700m vertical gain), to run solo or as a 4-person relay team, and the Marathon-Race (35km,
2360m vertical gain).
By the second edition in 2012, the race course changed to 91km and 5400 meters vertical
gain, and added the option of a 2-person relay team. The marathon was also extended a few
kilometers to comply with the officially required length of 42km, and the Jean Lain Trail, an
introductory trail run, was created for those looking to try out the sport.
2013 proved to be a bad year when extremely poor weather forced the organizing team to
cancel all race formats. Organizers moved on, planning an alternative course for the most extreme
conditions to ensure that in the future, whatever the weather, the event would take place. Taking
advantage of the opportunity to refine the initial course, they created a new format to complete the
full loop around the lake in 2 days.
This was also the right moment to concoct two new races, one exclusively for women and the
other a vertical kilometer. Both successfully launched in 2014.
The well-organized and high-quality 7 race formats at the Tecnica-MaXi-Race earned the
organizing team the opportunity to host the 2015 IAU Trail World Championships. Sylvain Court
(FR) won the men’s race in 9:15:38, and Nathalie Mauclair (FR) won the women’s race in 9:30:59.
In 2016, the organizing team chose to limit the number of participants and ride the
international wave set off by the World Championships by welcoming 42 different nationalities. The
weather during the long weekend mixed every single one of the four seasons, so each alternative
course was inaugurated on Sunday to bypass the inaccessible high points.
2017 was a year of change: launching the new 100km Ultra to be run in 1 or 2 days, a new
partnership with Salomon and Gore-Tex®, a new logo, a new website…
In 2018, the event created a new orienteering race, the MaXi-Orientation.
And in 2019, the event will launch a new format, edition 0 of the MaXi-Mountain. The
Salomon Gore-Tex® MaXi-Race now counts 11 race formats from 100 meters to 250 kilometers long!
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WINNERS FROM PAST EDITIONS

TECNICA MAXI-RACE
2011 – 81 km - 4700 m vertical gain
M: 1— Iker KARERRA ARANBURU (ES) in 8:36:13
W: 1— Cathy DUBOIS (FR) in 11:02:46:
2012 - 91 km – 5400 m vertical gain
M: 1— Philipp REITER (DE) in 09:45:32
W: 1— Anna FROST (NZ) in 10:15:23
2014 – 85 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Sébastien SPEHLER (FR) in 09:23:40
W: 1— Caroline CHAVEROT (FR) in 10:15:25
2015 – 85 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Alexandre MAYER (FR) in 08:45:26
W: 1— Mélanie ROUSSET (FR) in 10:49:39
2016 – 85 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Ludovic POMMERET (FR) in 08:56:03
W: 1— Andrea HUSER (CH) in 10:38:40

MAXI-RACE
2017 - 85 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Sébastiin SPEHLER (FR) in 08:47:47
W: 1 — Perrine TRAMONI (FR) in 10:50:32
2018 - 85km – 5140 m vertical gain
M: 1— Germain GRANGIER (FR) in 09:31:13
W: 1— Katie SCHIDE (USA) in 11:04:17

XL-RACE 2 DAYS
2014 - 87 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Gaël REYNAUD (FR) in 08:40:19
W: 1— Aurélia TRUEL (FR) in 09:52:23
2015 - 87 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— René ROVERA (FR) in 08:41:56
W: 1— Virginie GOVIGNON (FR) in 10:40:50
2016 - 85 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Thomas LORBLANCHET (FR) in 07:56:32
W: 1— Martine VOLAY (FR) in 11:21:45
2017 - 85 km - 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Sacha DEVILLAZ (FR) in 08:26:50
W: 1— Élodie TERCIER (CH) in 11:40:21
2018 - 85km – 5140 m vertical gain
M: 1— Diego PAZOS (CH) in 08:17:55
W: 1— Élodie TERCIER (CH) in 11:31:11

TEAM-RACE - RELAY 2
2012 – 91 km – 5400 m vertical gain
M: 1— Les Traileurs Du Rtm in 10:47:02
W: 1— Trailman in 13:37:36
2014 – 86 km – 5300 m vertical gain
H: 1— Team Salomon (IT) in 08:27:36
W: 1— Maxi-Girls (FR) in 13h05:38
2015 – 86 km – 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Team Branlotins (FR) in 09:27:20
W: 1— Whiti Te Ra (FR) in 11:01:26
2016 – 85 km – 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Haute Loire Power (FR) in 09:08:18
W: 1— TOP MIZUNO (FR) in 09:46:06
2017 – 85 km – 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Endurance shop MaXi (FR-CA) in 08:19:14
W: 1— Moulette crew (FR) in 10:55:55
2018 – 85 km – 5140 m vertical gain
M: 1— AlpsXperience (CH) in 09:13:44
W: 1— Run and Smile (FR) in 10:47:22

TEAM-RACE - RELAY 4
2011 - 81 km – 4700 m vertical gain
M: 1— Tecnica/Hoka in 07:39:20
W: 1— Les Miss Terre in 09:49:25
2012 – 91 km – 5400 m vertical gain
M: 1— Ensemble au sommet 2 (FR) in 08:46:41
Mixte : 1— 4M Family in 09:27:14
2014 – 86 km – 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Ensemble au sommet 2 (FR) in 07:37:27
Mixed: 1— Frosty’s Boys in 08:27:53
2015 – 86 km – 5300 m vertical gain
H: 1— Team Tecnica (FR) in 08:14:25
Mixed: 1— Team Raidboules in 08:57:46
2016 – 85 km – 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Terre de running St Etiinne (FR) in 08:14:47
W: 1— M&mss women in 10:17:43
2017 – 85 km – 5300 m vertical gain
M: 1— Team Outdoor Poli (FR) in 08:11:14
W: 1— Run&Smile Endurance shop (FR) in 09:48:55
2018 – 85 km – 5140 m vertical gain
M: 1— Endurance shop (FR) in 08:17:23
W: 1— Compressport/Scarpa (US FR) in 08:37:32
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WINNERS FROM PAST EDITIONS
MARATHON-RACE
2011 - 35 km - 2360m vertical gain
M: 1— Fabiin TANGUY (FR) in 03:43:37
W: 1— Laetitia ROUX (FR) in 04:13:25
2012 - 43 km - 2800m vertical gain
M: 1— Nicolas PIANET (FR) in 04:10:15
W: 1— Maud GOBERT (FR) in 04:47:05
2014 - 43 km – 2800m vertical gain
M: 1— Adrien MICHAUD (FR) in 04:06:20
W: 1— Stéphanie DUC (FR) in 04:48:04
2015 - 43 km – 2800m vertical gain
M: 1— Benjamin PETITJEAN (FR) in 03:50:44
W: 1— Céline LAFAYE (FR) in 04:21:25
2016 - 43 km – 2800m vertical gain
M: 1— Robin CATTET (FR) in 03:26:31
W: 1— Mimmi KOTKA (SWE) in 04:07:19
2017 - 43 km – 2800m vertical gain
M: 1— Clément MOLLIET (FR) in 04:02:27
W: 1— Cécile CLET (FR) in 04:58:23
2018 – 42 km -2650 m vertical gain
M: 1 — Thibault GARRIVIER (FR) in 03:53:15
W: 1— Marie PERRIER (FR) in 04:50:18

SHORT-RACE
2014 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
M: 1— Aurélien CHARITE (FR) in 01:26:38
W: 1— Fanny COSPAIN (FR) in 01:41:18
2015 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
M: 1— Aurélien CHARITE (FR) in 01:24:17
W: 1— Audrey MAZET (FR) in 01:51:13
2016 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
M: 1— Gédéon POCHAT (FR) in 01:018:04
W: 1— Ludivine CONRI (FR) in 01:46:11
2017 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
M: 1— Robbie BRITTON (IN) in 01:20:48
W: 1— Nolwinn BURCKLE (FR) in 01:49:00
2018 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
M: 1— Anthony FELBER (FR) in 01:22:15
W: 1— Iris Pessey (FR) in 01:46:08

FEMINA-RACE
2014 - 15 km – 900m vertical gain
W: 1— Corail BUGNARD (FR) in 01:32:36
2015 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
W: 1— Corail BUGNARD (FR) in 01:38:05
2016 - 15 km –900m vertical gain
W: 1— Gaelle LORIDAT (FR) in 01:45:19
2017 - 15 km - 900m vertical gain
W: 1— Natalie WHITE (GR) in 01:40:06
2018 - 16 km - 1090m vertical gain
W: 1— Charlotte MOERMAN (BE) in 02:00:12
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
REGISTRATION DATES AND FEES
Online registration: https://www.maxi-race.net/en/registration/

November 15, 2018

Every year, the Maxi-Race
donates between €1 and €3 per
participant to charity.

Ultra-Race
€140

ÉCOLE DES FILLES

Marathon-Race Full

Based in Poisy (74 – France), this
charity helps to educate women
and girls in third-world countries.
In the remote villages of Pakistan,
girls do not always have the
opportunity
to
receive
an
education, either because schools
do not exist or due to ancestral
customs that require women to be
subservient.
For more information
http://ecoledesfilles.webs.com/

€47

December 1, 2018
MaXi-Race Full
€99

XL-Race
€105

XXL-Race
€145

REVA

R-Race Full
4-person relay: €140, 2-person relay: €89

Femina-Race Full
€25

Short Race

Based in the Savoie, this non-profit
serves to help the Dolma Ling
Nunnery. Located in Dharamsala,
Northern India, the Nunnery
provides refuge to handicapped
Tibetan children.

€25
And
10% fee increase starting on February 1, 2019.
Add €1 for charity + €1 or €1.50 in payment fees + €1 for non-FFA
members.

May 26, 2019, on location
09.30 to 10.30 the Mini-Races
Free
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HELP
WITH
PROMOTING
participation in sports for local
running clubs, including ASPTT
Annecy, Courir à Poisy, Club
nature in Chambéry…

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
WHERE TO WATCH THE RUNNERS THROUGOUT THE WEEKEND
All vantage points are accessible for people with reduced mobility except for the climb to the
top of Mount Baron, which is on foot.

Friday, May 24, 2019
•

19.00: Menthon-Saint-Bernard, start for the Short-Race. Sunset and runners passing through
as night falls from the top of Mount Baron!

Saturday, May 25, 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

00.00 (Ultra-Race): Pâquier Park/ Pont des Amours Bridge, Annecy
02.00 (Ultra-Race): Summit of Mount Semnoz or the Le Courant d’Ere Restaurant
03.30 (MaXi-Race): Pâquier Park/ Pont des Amours Bridge, Annecy
05.15 (MaXi-Race): Summit of Mount Semnoz or the Le Courant d’Ere Restaurant
07.30 (MaXi-Race & R-Race): Multi-purpose/events hall, Doussard
08.10 (Ultra-Race & XXL-Race): Multi-purpose/events hall, Giez
08.10 (MaXi-Race & R-Race) – 09.05 (Ultra-Race): Col de la Forclaz Pass – Come as a group
with your cow bells
08.50 (MaXi-Race & R-Race) – 09.45 (Ultra-Race): Along the climb to Chalet de l’Aulp –
Warning, narrow road with lots of traffic – Fan zone - Come as a group with your cow bells
10.55 (MaXi-Race & R-Race) – 12.10 (Ultra-Race): Summit of Mount Baron (access on foot
only)
11.30 (MaXi-Race & R-Race) – 12.45 (Ultra-Race): Petit Port in Annecy-le-Vieux

Sunday, May 26, 2019
•
•
•
•
•

06.30 (Marathon-Race, XL-Race & XXL Race): Col de la Forclaz Pass
07.04 (Marathon-Race, XL-Race & XXL Race): Along the climb to Chalet de l’Aulp – Warning,
narrow road with lots of traffic
08.28 (Marathon-Race, XL-Race & XXL-Race): Top of Mount Baron (on foot)
09.24 (Marathon-Race, XL-Race & XXL-Race): Petit Port – Annecy-le-Vieux
09.30 (Marathon-Race, XL-Race & XXL-Race): Albigny Beach – Finish line
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ULTRA-RACE
Around the lake with a foray into the Bauges Mountains

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2017
• 3rd edition
• Distance: 115 km
• Cumulative vertical gain: 7000m
• High point: 1705m
• Number of runners: 1000
• Qualifying race, 5 new ITRA points
• 28 hours maximum
• Fastest course times:
Women: 15:08 – Caroline Chaverot
Men: 12:55 – François D’Haene

START
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
At midnight (00.00)

FIRST TO FINISH
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Between 12.30 and 13.00 for the men
Between 13.30 and 14.00 for the women
Course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40202
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ULTRA RACE– course map and profile
•

Around the lake with a foray into the Bauges Mountains
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MAXI-RACE
A full loop around the lake…

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2011
• 9th edition
• Distance: 82 km
• Cumulative vertical gain: 5200m
• High point: 1704m
• Number of runners: 1800
• Qualifying race, 4 new ITRA points
• Fastest times for the 2015 course (2015 IAU Trail World Championships):
Women: Nathalie MAUCLAIR (FRA) in 9:30
Men: Sylvain COURT (FRA) in 8:15

START
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
At 03.30

FIRST TO FINISH
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Between 11.30 and 12.00 for the men
Between 12.30 and 13.00 for the women
Course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40720
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MAXI-RACE – course map and profile
A full loop around the lake…
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XL-RACE
A full loop around the lake in 2 days…

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2014
• 6th edition
• Distance: 82km, 5200m vertical gain
Day 1: 41km – 2500m vertical gain
Day 2: 42km – 2650m vertical gain
• Cumulative vertical gain: 5200m
• High point: 1704m

• Number of runners: 300
• Qualifying race, 3 new ITRA points
• Fastest course times in 2017 (men) and 2014
(women):
Men: Sacha DEVILLAZ in 8:26 (4:08 + 4:18)
Women: Aurélia TRUEL in 9:52 (4:54 + 4:58)

STARTS
• Day 1: Saturday, May 25, Maxi-Village
A 03.45: XL-Race Day 1

• Day 2: Sunday, May 26, Doussard
At 05.30: XL-Race Day 2

FIRST TO FINISH
• Sunday, May 26, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Between 09.15 and 09.30 for the men
Between 10.00 and 10.30 for the women
Refer to MaXi-Race course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40720
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XXL-RACE
Two days for an Ultra…

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2017
• 3rd edition
• Distance: 115km
Day 1: 75km
Day 2: 40 km
• Cumulative vertical gain: 7200m
• High point: 1705m
• Number of runners: 100
• Qualifying race, 5 new ITRA points
• Fastest course times:
Men: Yannick HEUSEY (Team Compressport / Scarpa) in 14:06 (9:05 + 5:01)
Women: Valérie COTTENS (Team Suchet – Perraudin Sports) in 19:10 (12:11 + 6:58)

START
• Day 1, Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux at midnight (00.00)
• Day 2, Sunday, May 26, Doussard at 05.30

FIRST TO FINISH
• Sunday, May 26, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Between 09.15 and 09.30 for the men
Between 10.00 and 10.30 for the women
Refer to Ultra-Race course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40202
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R-RACE 2 OR 4 PERSON RELAY
A full loop around the lake… to experience as a team

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2011 for the 4-person relay and in 2012 for the 2-person relay
• 9th edition for the 4-person relay
• 8th edition for the 2-person relay
• Distance: 80 km
• Cumulative vertical gain: 5000 m
• High point: 1704m
• Number of runners: 220 for the 4-person relay, and 200 for the 2-person relay
• Fastest course times:
Men 2-person relay: 08:27:36 (2014)
Women 2-person relay: 09:46:06 (2016)
Men 4-person relay: 07:37:27 (2014)
Mixed 4-person relay: 08:27:53 (2014)

START
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
At 03.45

FIRST TO FINISH
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Around 11.00 for the 4-person relay teams - Around 12.00 for the 2-person relay teams
Refer to MaXi-Race course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40720
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MARATHON-RACE
A half loop around Lake Annecy…

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2011
• 9th edition
• Distance: 40km
• Cumulative vertical gain: 2500m
• High point: 1704 m
• Number of runners: 2000
• Qualifying race, 2 new ITRA points
• Fastest course times, 2015:
Men: Benjamin PETITJEAN in 3 hours 51 minutes
Women: Céline LAFAYE in 4 hours 22 minutes

START
• Sunday, May 26, Doussard
At 05.30

FIRST TO FINISH
• Sunday, May 26, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Between 08.55 and 09.10 for the men
Between 09.30 and 09.45 for the women
The Marathon-Race is part of the Golden Trail National Series
Course details and profile: maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40706
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MARATHON-RACE – course map and profile
A half loop around Lake Annecy…
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SHORT-RACE
A quarter loop around the lake… and the first stage of the Mountain Running World Cup

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2012 (as the “Trail Découverte”)
• 8th edition
• Distance: 16km
• Vertical gain: 950 m
• High point: 1294m

• Number of runners: 500
• Open to Cadet, Junior, and Espoir categories.
• Fastest course times:
Men: Gédéon POCHAT (FRA) in 1hr 18min (2016)
Women: Corail BUGNARD in 1hr 32min (2014)

START
• Friday, May 24, Menthon Saint Bernard
At 19.00

FIRST TO FINISH
• Friday, May 24, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Around 20.20
Course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40718

1ST STAGE ON THE MOUNTAIN RUNNING WORLD CUP
1/ May 24 –Short Race at the Salomon Gore-Tex Maxi Race, France
2/ June 24 - Broken Arrow Sky Race, United States
3/ July 14 - Grossglocknerlauf, Austria
4/ July 20 - Snowdon International Mountain Race, Wales
5/ August 11 - Sierre Zinal, Switzerland
6/ September 14 - Drei-Zinnenlauf, Italy
7/ October 12 - Smarna Gora, Slovenia

1ST STAGE OF THE YOUNG TRAIL CHALLENGE (competition series reserved only for
the Junior and Espoir categories)
◊ Salomon Gore Tex®MaXi-Race Annecy, May 24-26, 2019, with the Short-Race
◊ Marathon du Mont-Blanc, June 27-30, 2019, with the Young Race Marathon
◊ UTMB®, August 26 to September 1, 2019 with the #YCC
◊ Trail des Aiguilles Rouges (TAR), September 29, 2019, with the P’tit TAR
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FEMINA-RACE
The women’s version…

RACE DETAILS
• Created in 2014
• 6th edition
• Distance: 16km
• Vertical gain: 950 m
• High point: 1294 m

• Number of runners: 300
Only pen to women 16 years old or older
• Fastest course time, 2014: Women : Corail
BUGNARD in 1 hour 32 minutes
• Qualifying race, 1 new ITRA point

START
• Saturday, May 25, Menthon-Saint-Bernard
At 08.00

FIRST TO FINISH
• Saturday, May 25, Albigny Beach in Annecy-le-Vieux
Around 09.30
Course details and profile: http://maxi-race.tracedetrail.fr/en/orga/trace/40708
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COURSE MAP AND PROFILE: SHORT-RACE –
FEMINA RACE
A quarter loop around the lake
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MAXI-ORIENTATION
MAXI-ORIENTATION – FROM ALPINE PASTURES TO THE BEACH – 2ND EDITION
The 1st edition in 2018 was extremely well received, registration was full, and all participants
finished with smiles from ear to ear.
Organized by Annecy Sport Orientation, in partnership with MaXi-Events and the MaXi-Race,
the race will enjoy a second edition, with the forecast calling for full registration once again!
An orienteering race by teams of two, the MaXi’O traverses Mount Semnoz, from alpine pastures to
the beach.
In 2019, participants will have the choice between two courses. The MaXi-Orientation, which
starts from the top of Mount Semnoz (1700m), just like in 2018, offering a wild 20km adventure
through legendary terrain, basking in the atmosphere of one of France’s major trail races, the MaXiRace.
Or the Semi-Orientation, starting from the forest clearing at Les Puisots (800m), which covers 12km
to 15km.
Date: Saturday, May 25, 2019
Start time: 09.30
Mass start, all teams start together. Maps will be distributed after the first few hundred
meters. The course will remain secret right up until the start.
The course is set for level 3 (yellow) on a scale from 1 to 6. This means that this orienteering
race is doable for non-specialists.
Categories
By teams of 2, 3 categories: Women, Men, Mixed.
Age minimum: 16 years old.
Limited to 100 teams.
Mandatory gear
Per team:
• A Sport-Ident timing card provided by the event.
• Maps, provided by the event, on waterproof and tear-proof paper.
• A mobile phone and a survival blanket.
• Water and food. There are no aid stations along the course.
• Clothing suited for orienteering and the weather conditions.
Rules:
• Both team members must always remain together.
• Approximately two-dozen control points to be electronically punched with the Sport-Ident
card.
• Control point order is pre-determined.
• All control-points must be electronically punched.
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MAXI LAKE
An athletic adventure on Lake Annecy for water sports enthusiasts
FROM SATURDAY, JUNE 1, THROUGH SUNDAY, JUNE 2, SEVRIER – MUNICIPAL BEACH

A FUN AND FRIEDNLY WATER-SPORTS EVENT
For the first few editions, the MaXi-Lake was primarily reserved for kayakers (from beginners to
experts). However, the organizing team has actively worked to open the event to the lake’s other
human-powered water sports (such as stand up paddle boarding, dragon boat racing, and rowing).
This has allowed the MaXi-Lake to create a unifying event for all of the water sports clubs around
Lake Annecy. Each discipline will include several distances, from a modest 7km to full 34km loop
around the lake, allowing everyone to enjoy a weekend on the water. Organizers made the decision
to offer participants a choice in distance for their favorite water sport (among those offered).
All proceeds from the MaXi-Lake will finance long-term projects set up by the charity Kayak Sans
Frontières (“Kayak Without Borders”).
The decision to change the date and location of the event came naturally, allowing the MaXi-Lake to
take its rightful place in the outdoor sports festival that is the MaXi-Race.

RACE INFO
•
•
•

•

Dates: June 1-2, 2019
Location: Sévrier Beach - 384 Route de la Plage, 74320 Sévrier
Course:
o MaXi: 34km – A full loop around the lake
o Panoramique: 23km – Les plus belles vues du Lac d’Annecy
o Shorty: 7km – A fun and technical course
Information and registration: https://www.maxilake.com/english/annecy/
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MAXI-VILLAGE OUTDOOR
An exhibitor village covering more than 1000m² dedicated to outdoor sports to meet with
professionals from the industry and receive great tips on how and when to use the latest gear.
FRIDAY, MAY 24, AT 12.30 TO SUNDAY, MAY 26, 2019, AT 18.00 – ANNECY-LE-VIEUX – ALBIGNY BEACH

DO NOT MISS THE OUTDOOR SPORTS GATHERING OF THE YEAR
The MaXi-Village, covering more than 1000m², is where industry professionals,
international race organizers, and trail running enthusiasts mix and mingle together.
A place to discuss and share ideas around a common passion, the outdoor village offers the
opportunity:
- For professionals to showcase their brand, new products, and their latest innovations.
- For race organizers to promote their race, to share their experience.
- For trail runners and outdoor sports enthusiasts to meet face-to-face with professionals, to
benefit from their advice, and to learn more about the latest technical gear.
Limited to 40 exhibitors, the MaXi-Village offers incredible visibility.

2018 BY THE NUMBERS
40,000 visits.
Limited to 40 exhibitors

2018 EXHIBITOR LIST
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partners (10)
Apyforme center
MaXi-Race boutique
Endurance-shop
Evo tente
Gatorade
Maxi-beer by la
sportive
Salomon
Sportacks – GPS
tracking
Suunto
Ultimum

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brands (24)
Annecy Cosmetics
Baouw! Organic Nutrition
Chaussette de France
Columbia Sportswear
Compex
Compressport
Craft-Salming
Dynafit
Hoka One One
Icebreaker
Julbo
Life+ / shock absorber
Meltonic
Montura Sport Annecy
Nic Impex
Oh mon jus
Pain montagnard
Raidlight
Scarpa – Ultimate Direction
Scott
Synerj Health – maca du
Perou
Tecnica
TSL Outdoor
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•
•
•
•
•

Races (5)
Luchon Aneto Trail
MaXi-Race China
Montreux Trail
Festival
Trail Faverges
Seythenex
Ultra Trail @ Cote
d’Azur Mercantour

AN ENVIRONMENTALLLY AND SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE
EVENT FROM THE START
A sporting event of this size attracts a lot of people and contributes to the local economy in
Annecy. Over the last few years, the MaXi-Race has become an important player in local
economic development. In spite of its size, the event takes a environmentally and
economically sustainable approach.

ACTIONS SET UP FROM THE BEGINNING
•

•

Reducing the use of non-recyclable plastic bottles:
o Water ramp/fountains all along the course.
o We work with St-Yorre, who uses bottles made with 100% recyclable plastic
(PET) and who has implemented a sustainable approach to their bottling
process (they make all bottles on site, ship product to the Paris region by
train, and manage their own recycling center…).
o Setting up recycling bins throughout the village.
o Shuttle buses to starting lines.
Eco-friendly markings and signage:
o Reducing the number of ground markings.
o When absolutely required, using pigment markings on dirt and not on more
permanent elements (trees, rocks…)
o Signage and markings put in place the day before the first race and removed
right after the race ends.

EVERY YEAR THE MAXI-RACE THINKS ABOUT AND ADDS SUSTAINABLE ACTIONS
IN LINE WITH THE BUDGET, PARTNERS, AND SUPPLIERS
In 2018 we initiated several new programs. Some will be repeated and become part of our
long-term approach, and for others, the organizing team is thinking about how to make
them more effective.
Used-shoe recycling program
Thanks to our close working relationship with the non-profit RunCollect, who is very active in
recycling used trail-running shoes, and to donations from Entrepôt du Bricoloage (a local
hardware store), we have set up a program to collect used shoes.
Shoes in good condition will be sent to French humanitarian organizations and redistributed,
with the goal of providing shoes to those most in need, in both France and abroad.
Other shoes too dilapidated to be worn again will be recycled and the component materials
reused.
This program will be renewed in 2019, with increased media coverage to collect more shoes.
Operation Train / Free photo package
All runners who take the train and not their car will receive a free photo package. The longterm goal is to be able to fully reimburse runners for their train tickets.
Operation Bus / Discount prices at the boutique
Runners who take the bus between their accommodations and the MaXi-Village will enjoy
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discount prices at the MaXi-Boutique. Our goal is to convince local elected officials to offer,
like in other cities around the world, free public transportation on weekends when there is a
major sporting or cultural event.

IN 2019, AN AMBITIOUS GOAL
To continue moving towards as sustainable an event as possible, organizers wanted to set
ambitious goals that may not be reached in 2019.
The MaXi-Race would like all aid stations to offer organic or local products, but this is no
easy task given runner expectations and the current organic products available on the
market.
In addition, to compensate for the increased cost for this type of change, even though we
receive discount pricing through our partner Greenweez, registration fees would significantly
increase.
In 2019, aid station food and beverages will not be 100% organic, but rather 50% organic or
locally produced. However, the buffet at the finish line will consist of 90% organic or locallyproduced food.
The second goal is to continue to drastically reduce the use of bottles made with nonrecyclable plastic. Nevertheless, the organizing team has had a hard time eliminating or
finding an alternative to certain beverages runners really like to drink, such as sodas. Over
the last several months, we have been actively looking for substitute products, including
drinks in barrels/kegs, but as January 2019 came to a close, we had yet to find a solution.
Please not that our goal does not mean mindlessly eliminating everything. Since it is still
extremely important for us to provide runners with the right nutritional balance at aid
stations, we will continue to offer St Yorre bottled water, which is rich in minerals and offers
a genuine benefit during an endurance race.
The third goal is to continue to eliminate the use of bottled water by identifying easy access
to public sources of potable water. However, the lack of free access to municipal water
systems along the entire course has hindered this effort, even though we hope for change in
the future.
If you are interested in helping MaXi-Race organizers reach these goals and continue to
develop our sustainable approach, please feel free to contact the race director at the
following email address: stephmaxirace@gmail.com
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THE MAXI-RACE – A TEST LABORATORY
Since the requirements for Steps To Nature aling with our approach and ongoing changes to
the event, it was only natural that the MaXi-Race has become one of the pioneering races
the Steps to Nature program, created in 2018.
Through very simple proposals, WildinisM* offers a 7-step continuous improvement
program to event organizers, outdoor sports enthusiasts, and outdoor sports federations in
their effort reduce their impact on the environment.
The Steps To Nature program is a free service, available to any organization who, whatever
their initial level of commitment, has the intention to improve their performance on each
theme.
A race event fills out an online progress form every year to inventory its Step By Step
initiatives, those projects planned for the future, and any specific constraints. In return, if
needed, event organizers receive suggestions for improvement.
*The WildinisM project serves to build awareness among the key players in mountain sports
to implement a more responsible, self-sufficient, and sustainable approach. From the outset,
the project has received support from the non-profit Robin des Montagnes. Today, it
receives support from two well-known non-profits. One, Mountain Wilderness, is a
pioneering organization that has spent the last 30 years taking action to protect the
mountain environment all over the world. The other, the International Trail Running
Association (ITRA), is present in more than 150 countries across the world.
For more information on the WildinisM project: www.wildinism.com
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THE ORGANIZING TEAM
The event is co-organized by MaXi-Events and the trail running/adventure racing club DSN74.
MaXi-Events specializes in organizing high-quality outdoor sports events for the general public,
where participants are our main focus.
The other side of MaXi-Events is the MaXi-Team: www.maxi-team.fr
The club DSN74 (Développement Sport Nature) is a non-profit affiliated with the FFA (French
Althetics Federation) that focus on both trail running and adventure racing.
Over 700 people work with race director Stéphane AGNOLI to ensure that the MaXi-Race is an
overwhelming success.
Stéphane Agnoli is an experienced trail runner and adventure racer, and has slipped on a pair of
running shoes in just about every corner of the planet, participating in trail races such as the MaXiRace China, MaXi-Race Madeira, TDS, HK 100 (China), Transgrancanaria Trail, Trail Balcon d'Azur, Trail
Ubaye, Trail des Glaisins, Solukhumbu Trail (Nepal), SaintéLyon, and adventure races in Ecuador,
Scotland, Slovenia, Bolivia, Patagonia, and Marocco. Many of his enthusiastic colleagues have also
done the same.

Administration, runner relations: Laurent (Team Trail) checks all of the medical certificates and
answers questions, with help from Cyril.
Medical assistance / rescue: Anne A., an emergency doctor at the SAMU, SMUR, helicopterevacuation in Annecy, race doctor for the Raid Galuoises, Maxi-Race 2011, 2012…
Ethics / fairness: Cyril C., 5th on the 2015 Ultra-Trail World Tour.
Environment / trail preservation: Sebastien P. His race experience includes the Raid EDHEC, Raid
Mercantour, MTB Chemin du Soleil, ...
Welcome / hospitality: Christelle P. (Trail).
MaXi-Village: Patrick B. (MaXi-Events, managing all exhibitors).
Aid stations: Lionel J (Team Raid and Team Trail).
Course section planning and assistance: Gaël, Greg, Jérémy, Loïc, Sébastien, Romain, and several
local clubs and associations, including ASPTT Annecy, Polythèque University’s Mt-Blanc Club, the
non-profit Our Children’s Primary School, and the non-profit Reva.
Most sign and course setters also belong to Team Trail.
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OUR PARTNERS

BORN IN THE FRENCH ALPS IN 1947, Salomon continually pushes the
limits in mountain sports, designing innovative equipment that gives everyone the chance to play,
improve, and challenge themselves in their favorite outdoor pursuits. The brand makes and sells
high quality footwear, winter sports, mountaineering, and hiking equipment, as well as apparel
specifically designed for each one of these sports. Their products are developed at the Annecy
Design Center, where engineers, designers, and athletes work together to create innovative
solutions to continually improve the outdoor experience in nature’s vast playground.

GORE-TEX® provides outdoor sports enthusiasts the protection and comfort to fully
enjoy the great outdoors. Since 1976, Gore technologies have been involved in countless
adventures and have even been to the moon! Driven by our tireless energy and passion, we are
constantly innovating using the most advanced technology. GORE-TEX® fabrics are used by
hundreds of outdoor brands around the world, including the most well-known. Their cutting-edge
waterproof and windproof technologies are used in countless products each year. The adventure
continues.
SUUNTO was born in 1936 when Tuomas Vohlonen, a Finnish orienteering
champion and outdoor sports enthusiast, invented the mass production method for the liquid filled
compass. The word "Suunto" comes from the Finnish word meaning "direction." It is pronounced
"Soon-toh". "We strive to provide adventurers and outdoor sports enthusiasts with the very best
tools to conquer new lands, from the highest mountains to the deepest oceans, and everything in
between."

THE ENDURANCE SHOP network of running stores is made up of people who simply
love to run, and who are keen to share the experience and provide their clients with expert advice.
"Visiting an Endurance Shop® guarantees that you will receive expert advice that caters to your
ability and your budget."

The BAUGES MOUNTAINS NATURAL REGIONAL PARK, designated a UNESCO Global
Geopark, has opened its doors to us for the brand new Ultra-Race. The trails and rich geological
heritage of this park will give Ultra Trailers a chance to run through time in an area where the
history of the Earth on display. www.parcdesbauges.com
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NEW PARTNERS

FOUNDED IN 1989 IN THE DROME AREA OF FRANCE, today AZR is a leading
brand on the cycling market and now develops high-end products for skiing, trail running, and the
triathlon, with a specific focus on quality and innovation. To build upon this approach, AZR works
with athletes and event organizers, including Jeremy Roy, Pierre-Henri Lecuisinier (professional
cyclist for FDJ), as well as the Lake Annecy MaXi-Race to create a specific model for trail running.
This partnership enhances the brand’s overall expertise in designing comfortable and durable
eyewear, both for lenses and frames. AZR makes high-quality affordable products.

WITH A CONSTANT DESIRE TO INNOVATE and an approach to creativity with a
“French touch,” Daunat offers new textures and flavors, highlighting our rich heritage and longtime
passion for making bread. Today, Daunat also prepares salads, desserts, and all-natural snacks
through a wide-variety of recipes.
Daunature, eco-friendly packaging… Daunat constantly works to provide healthy, well-balanced
products through an environmentally-friendly approach.
In sports, Daunat provides support to “extreme snackers” such as French trail running champion
François D’Haene, and organizes group runs to bring together people who share the same passion
and would like to run with others. These friendly outings are led by experienced runners!

PROUD OF ITS ROOTS AND RESPECTFUL OF TRADITION Chabert dairy has made a
commitment to maintaining close trustworthy relationships with local farmers. This approach
preserves the unique farmland and environment that represents the foundation of their business.
This passion for local ancestral customs and expertise has led the Chabert family to maintain the
long local tradition of Cheesemaking for over three generations. Created in the Northern French
Alps around 1900, these cooperatives allow local farmers to pool together the fruit of their labor to
make high-quality cheeses. This system provides them with a steady source of revenue, and
guarantees the exceptional taste and quality of such local cheeses as Savoie tomme (IGP certified),
Savoie emmental (IGP certified), Abondance (AOP certified), and Beaufort (AOP certified) to name
a few.
GREENWEEZ.COM has been the leading online store for organic products since
2008. Greenweez.com sells more than 20,000 organic, environmentally-friendly, and wellness
products segmented into 8 different categories: organic groceries, organic baby foods, children’s
products, cleaning products, home and garden, kitchen, health and wellness, beauty and hygiene.
To ensure that as many people as possible have access to organic products, all year long
Greenweez.com prices 50 everyday household products at cost, offering a genuine opportunity for
people to try going organic at a low price and to change their consumption habits.
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MAXI RACE WORLD
MAXI-RACE FRANCE INVITES YOU TO EXPLORE THE WORLD ON A MAXI-RACE TOUR
TIME TO EXPLORE
Trail running is a fantastic way to explore new horizons and breathtaking landscapes, and to
meet new peoples and cultures through an event where everyone will encounter their own personal
challenge to overcome.
Time to Explore: A legendary location, a dream destination,
A call to travel and to explore…
Our goal: one MaXi-Race per continent
A project that embodies the values of the MaXi-Events team, organizers of the Lake Annecy
MaXi-Race, for whom each event “by runners, for runners,” must comply with several key criteria:
- A destination that inspires awe,
- Local resources and a local culture to explore,
- Mountainous terrain with a lot of vertical, single-track trails, breathtaking views…,
- An open event where everyone has their own personal challenge to overcome,
- Adhere to the core values of sports and trail running: fair play, audacity, solidarity,
generosity, humility, perseverance…,
- An expert and professional organizing team, especially with regard to safety and
respect for the environment.
Every race offers the opportunity to organize a MaXi-Trip
While we have always enjoyed showing people new places and offering them new
experiences through unique trail running races and our wealth of expertise as event organizers, we
would also like to provide people with the chance to explore and to embark on on a genuine journey.
Called the MaXi-Trip, these tours guarantee that you will share meals with locals and visit
breathtaking locations and landscapes.

2019: 6 MaXi-Race World events
The journey starts in Annecy before heading abroad!
EUROPE

MAXI-RACE SICILY, JULY 26-28, 2019
If Sicily can be considered the most charming island in the Mediterranean, Etna (3300m) is
the centerpiece and the highest peak in central and southern Italy. The MaXi-Race Sicily will offer
runners the chance to scale Europe’s highest active volcano and one of UNESCO’s world heritage
sites. Everywhere you look when on this extraordinary volcano, it feels like you are in another world,
so unique, so rare.
The 5 race formats for the MaXi-Race Sicily:
• 94km / 4800m vertical gain / 5 ITRA points
• 52km / 2600m vertical gain / 3 ITRA points
• 24km / 1400m vertical gain
• 12km / 650m vertical gain
• 3km / 100m vertical gain
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MAXI-RACE SOUTH AFRICA, OCTOBER 5-6, 2019
Our first race in South Africa falls in line with a long MaXi-Race tradition: inciting participants
to travel and explore incredible landscapes, as well as to discover the local culture and traditions.
Time to Explore! This unforgettable adventure includes beautiful lakes, the ocean near Cape Town,
and the legendary Cape of Good Hope where the Atlantic and Indian oceans meet.
This trail running festival is the first brick in a larger project to benefit all of the key
stakeholders in the region.
There is a race format for everyone:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MaXi-Race – 100km and 6000m vertical gain
Ultra-Race– 60km and 3600m vertical gain
Marathon-Race – 38km and 2200m vertical gain
R-Race – 65km and 3600m vertical gain
Short-Race & Women’s Race 18 km and 900 m vertical gain
Mini-Race – from 500m to 1500 m

THE AMERICAS
MAXI-RACE ECUADOR, OCTOBER 19, 2019
The 4th edition of the MaXi-Race Ecuador will be held near Ottavalo and the volcano
Cayambe, right near the equator.
Sun, steppes, and Andean volcanoes as far as the eye can see, just a few of the wonders that
runners encountered along this journey to the center of the Earth during past editions of the MaXiRace Ecuador, never dipping below 3500m elevation and with sections of the course venturing to as
high as 4200m.
For 2019, all race formats will pass through mountainous terrain between 2800m and 3500m
elevation. This exceptional trail run along the Earth’s waist belt will take participants on an incredible
voyage past the country’s 3 tallest volcanoes: Chimborazo (6310m), Cotopaxi (5897m), and Cayambe
(5790m).
•
•
•
•

48km – 2900m vertical gain: 3 ITRA points, 6 Mountain points / 12 hrs maximum
25km – 1800m vertical gain: 1 ITRA point, 7 Mountain points
11km — 480m vertical gain
2km for kids

ASIA
MAXI-RACE CHINA, NOVEMBER 23, 2019
China was the first country to host a MaXi-Race World event. The city of Yangshuo, in the
Guangxi province, being a sister city with Annecy-le-Vieux in France allowed us to organize the first
edition in 2015 and establish a long-lasting political relationship with the area.
Surrounded by incredible limestone formations and mountains, and located along the shores
of the river Li, or Lijiang (漓江, líjiāng), Yangshuo offers an incredible mix of traditional Chinese
architecture and culture with a now somewhat westernized lifestyle (a benefit for companions). A
popular area for those who love the great outdoors, it offers a wide variety of outdoor sports such as
kayaking, rock climbing, mountain biking, trail running, and hiking.
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Scheduled for the MaXi-Race Yangshuo:
• 115 km – 5 800 m vertical gain
• 50 km – 2 600 m vertical gain
• 25 km – 1 400m vertical gain
• 10 km – 300 m vertical gain

MAXI-RACE MADEIRA, DECEMBER 7-8, 2019
The MaXi-Race Madeira enjoyed an incredibly successful first test edition in December 2018.
The race is now part of a long line of MaXi-Races all over the world: a call to travel, to explore, to
venture through incredible landscapes, and to meet with new cultures through an event that allows
everyone to take on their own personal challenge.
A truly unique experience. The race passes through Madeira’s Laurissilva (laurel) Forest,
designated a UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site in 1999, located in São Vicente, along the island’s
northern coast: up until now trail runners had yet to notice the area’s potential. What a fabulous allnatural playground for an incredible race, with average temperatures hovering around a comfortable
17°C.
The event offers 3 distances to choose from:
• 103km & 6000m vertical gain
• 68km & 4000m vertical gain
• 25km & 1300m vertical gain
For more information: http://www.maxi-race.net/fr/international/
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CONTACT

SALOMON GORE-TEX® MAXI-RACE
Race Director
Stéphane Agnoli+ 33 (0)6 60 18 38 15
stephmaxirace@gmail.com

MEDIA RELATIONS - INFOCÎMES
Download press kit, press releases, and press passes via:
www.maxi-race.org
High-definition photos upon request.
Tel: +33 (0)4 50 47 24 61
Anne Gery: +33 (0)6 12 03 68 95 - annegery@infocimes.com

SALOMON GORE-TEX
Jean-Michel Faure-Vincent
jmfv@jmkconsult.com

For more information
https://www.maxi-race.org
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